Abstract -We examine the problem of sending data to clients over a broadcast channel in a way that minimizes the clients' expected waiting time for this data. This channel, however, is not completely reliable, and packets are occasionally lost. If items consist of k packets, k large, the loss of even a single packet can increase the expected waiting time by 167%. We propose and analyze two solutions that use coding to reduce this degradation. The resulting degradation is 67% for the Arst solution and less than 1% for the second. The second solution is extended to combat up to t packet losses per data i t e m for any t << k. This solution maintains near-optimal performance even w i t h packet losses.
t packet losses per data i t e m for any t << k. This solution maintains near-optimal performance even w i t h packet losses.
I. INTRODUCTION: SCHEDULING WITHOUT ERRORS
We examine the problem of scheduling data transmission over a broadcast channel. Our model is similar to Vaidya and Hameed's [2] , where data items are sent periodically, according to some fixed schedule. We extend Vaidya and Hameed's work to look at splitting items into smaller pieces, as in [l] . This paper considers two data items. The ideas extend to 3 or more items. We assume each data item has the same length, and each is split into k equal-sized pieces (packets). We use the term error to refer to a packet loss, and coding to refer to applying an error control code, in particular an MDS code.
Expected waiting t i m e (EWT), our metric for evaluating schedules, is the average time clients must wait for data items. We assume clients start waiting for data items a t times that are uniformly distributed over a broadcast schedule period. For item i (i = 1,2), we compute how long a client must wait at each time during a schedule. We then average this waiting time over the entire schedule to get the average waiting t i m e EWTi for item i. We then average over the data items, with each item i weighted by p i , the item's relative demand. This gives the expected waiting time, EWT = plEWTl+pzEWTz. 
RESULTS: SCHEDULING WITH ERRORS
The preceding schedules are optimal when there are no transmission errors. However, with even a single transmission error in a desired item, the EWT increases considerably, as shown by the top curve in Figure 1 . We look at two methods that use codes to reduce EWT.
The first method codes the k packets of each data item using an (n, k) MDS code. With such a code, any k of the total n packets (e.g. n = 2k) are sufficient to reconstruct the 'This work was in part supported by the Lee Center for Advanced Networking at Caltech, and by NSF grants CCR-TC-0208975 and CCR-TC-0209042 data item. The performance of this method is shown by the middle curve in Figure 1 . At p l = p2 = .5, we see that the EWT is reduced to 1.25. We note that with no errors this method gives the optimal EWT of .75
The second method is an extension of the fist. We start with the first method, and then whenever we are scheduled to send an item, we send it, plus an extra packet of that item. This method requires modifying the broadcast schedule, and as a result it performs slightly worse than optimal with no errors. This difference goes to 0 as k + 00. With one error, we see the strength of this scheduling method, as there is almost no change in performance.
We 
